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New Talent. on Campus
Hollins Participat.es in National Distinguished
Shines in Freshman Plays Poll of Student Opinion
Pianist Gives
Recital Here
FALL PLAY ANNOUNCED Search
Four freshman plays will be presented
on November 4th in the Little Theater.
Ladies Alotle, Night Club Girl, StarStruc k and Feast of the Holy 11mocmts
wiil be presented. These four plays are
directed by the members of the playproduction class, under the supervision of
Miss Blair. Nancy Gresham and Jo Smith
direct Ladies Alolie, and Helen Walsh
and Francys Peters are in charge of StarS truck. Night Club Girl will be coached
by Sue Wells and Nancy Campbell, while
the Peast of the Holy 11l11ocellts is to be
directed by Rozella Dameron and Caroline M<;C1eskey.
The cast of Ladies · A 101le COilsists of
Valaria Kuntz as Marge, Elizabeth Bata
in the part of Nora, with Robin Atkinson
as Peggy. In the cast o~ Night Club Girl,
Joan Burnham plays Clare, Lucile Lyons
takes the role of Despair, while Penny
Jone~ is Hope.
The cast of Star-Struck includes Ann
Steinbeck as Kitty, Susan Johnston playing Harriet, Elizabeth CaJhoun as Ada,
Jane Weis as Polly Pry, B. Gardner
as Marylyn, M. S. Reydel in the role
of Gilder, Jimmie Goodwin taking the
part of Rosalie, while the exterminators
are Nancy Taylor and Emmy Neiley. In
the cast of the Feast of the Holy 111110ernts are Anne Scott playing Cornelia, Edythe Hobson as Electa, Betty
Sams as Mrs. Oberly, Sarah Coleman
in the part of Mrs. Oman, with Molly
Weeks as Jenny.
Lucy Fowlkes, president of the Dramatic Association, announced last week
the plans for th·e annual fa ll play, Ca./l It
a Day, by Dodie Smith. Call It a Day is
a comedy in three acts.
--------®~-------

Dowell Explains
Neutr~l Dangers
"Is the United States willing to pay the
cost of keeping out of war?" This is the
question Dr. Dowell asked in his address
on October 19. Although the economic,
political and psychological costs of keeping .out of war are numerous and extremely important, "Are we," he asked,
"really threatelled by events in Europe ?"
In answering this, Dr. Dowell pointed
out that 'Hitler would probably fight
Russia before attacking us, and three
tllOusand miles of ocean are a good defense against invasion. "Of course," he
added in his address, "this would probably
necessitate a larger navy for us." The
United States has the greatest self -sufficient republic, in so far as it is possible for
a nation to be self-sufficient, economically.
Canada seems to be Achilles' heel in the
case, went on Dr. Dowell, even with a
complete embargo on trade, trade by rail
with Canada would be easy. In order to
prevent this, a citizen might be expatriated
for backing the industry of a belligerent.
Dr. Dowell points out that to prevent
participation in the war we would have to
adopt a foreign policy clearly de igned
to that end which would mean the renunciation of many of our present policies
such as that of the open door and it
would also mean the loss of Our investments in Europe. So, in the final analysis,
Dr. Dowell returned to the question, are
We willing to pay the cost of keeping out
of war?

Sweeps
Campus
If the Seniors look unduly harrassed
and forlorn to you at this time, it is because they are trying to find it. Having
searched thoroughly every organ pipe,
under each mill stone on the quadrangle,
in every library book, and in each mailbox,
nothing as yet has been found . Therefore,
to wit, viz., nevertheless the search must
·go on. The show will go on. We will go
on. Looking. And looking. Keep your
'eye on the grand old gang as we hunt.
And don't ask us to run through that
again. We're stoo ... pid from searching
in vain. But we'll SHOW you Saturday
night at 8:30 in the Little Theatre that,
after all, of all the rest 1940 is the best.

------~®~-------

American Art on
Exhibition Here
Photographs of early American architecture are now on exhibit in the Y. W .
room. This is the second in the series
~f art exhibits which will be on the
Holl ins campus · during the year, sponsored by the Hollins Art Department.
In contrast to the exhibit last year of
Virginia architecture, the collection deals
with New England houses, showing the
development and variation of Colonial,
Georgian and Classic Revival houses . A
gallery talk will be given by the Art
Department in connection with this col-·
lection at a date to be announced.

The national collegiate polls of the
Student Opinion Surveys o f America will
be published in STUDE.'1T LJ FE throughout
the year, it was assured here last month
when arrangements were completed for
regular interviewing on the Hollins
campus.
The STUDENT LIFE is one of the many
leading college and university newspapers
cooperating with the surveys, which have
headquarters at the University of Texas
and now count over two years of public
opinion research behind them. Staff interviewers will receive ballots at regular
intervals here and at other schools from
coast to coast. Completed results will be
mailed to Austin, Texas, for national
tabulation. Summaries of what ·the American collegian is thinking and talking
about will then be sent to members ro'r
publication.
"The surveys offer to the college press
what Dr. George Gallup offers to the
U. S . .press~a 'fourth dimension' in
journalism," editors of the polls remark.
"This is the only such college poll that
uses personal interviews to gather opinions, not trusting to luck with haphazardly distributed or printed-in-the-paper
ballots. This way a mathematical crosssection is established just like the Gallup
and Fortune polls, and ·the opinions of the
entire million and a half college students
are measured accurately."
Interviews here will be conducted by a
member of the STUDENT LIFE staff, with
Alice Porter, editor, acting as local director of the polls. Joe Belden, of the
University of Texas, is editor of the
surveys.
The project, which received wide national recognition last year, is concerned
only with disclosing facts about student
sentiment. It does not seek to influence
public opinion, it was announced. Pre sure groups or student movements have
no part in the surveys.
A proportional sample of college students is the basis for the surveys, determined from figures of the U. S. office
of education. Ballots are carefully distributed according to geographical sections, sex, age, class in college, p litical
affiliation, whether the student works or
not, and type of school.

After November 15, a collection of
lithographs and aquatints by William H.
Givler will be on exhibit. Mr. Givler is a
personal friend of Mr. J ohn R. Ballator,
assistant instructor of art, and it is
through his efforts that this collection is
bei)1g brought here. Mr. Givler is well
known on the west coast where he works,
and pieces of his work were on exhibit
"No, I never came to Hollins when J
at both the New York World's Fair and
was at V. M. 1.," admitted George c. '
the San Francisco Fair this summer.
Marshall, the tall, blonde Chief of Staff
l1 r. Givler's painting, "The Exodus," of the l:nited States Army, "because, in
rec.:ntly won first prize at the North- those day, the cadet were not allowed to
visit the neighboring girls' schools. But
western Annual Show by the Seattle Art
I do r ecollect having seen some Hollins
Museum. The subject of "The ~xodus, " girls at a V. M. I.-V. P . 1. footha ll :~ame
a well as most· of his work, is a very in which I play-ed at Roanoke. The Holsubt le interpretation of social problems, lins girls, I remember, were all rooting
and Mr. Ballator feels that he is one of for V . P . 1. But," continued the genial
Chief of StaH, with a twinkle in hi s eye,
our up-and-coming modern artists.
"we \Von the game."

SELECTIONS ARE VARIED

Annual Series·'of
Programs Begin
The Hollins radio program, now in its
third year, is presented over WDBJ
every Monday from 4 :30 to 4 :45. As
formerly, the 'students, facu lty and alumme of Holl ins will take part.
On Monday, the 23d, Mr. Bolger will
give a 'program consisting of three pieces
'hy Chopin: "Etude in E Major, Opus 10,
o. 3"; "Prelude in D flat major," and
·'Impromptu. F Sharp Major, Opus 36."
The following Monday brings an innovation by the Hollins Jubilee Singers.
This is a chorus made up of ·sixteen of
H ollins' waiters. They will be led by
Leroy in a program of pure negro spirituals.
These programs will be followed by
many more. Two or three of Mr. Bolger's pupils will play, Mr. Talmadge
will give a violin concert, and the choral
club will sing. The Internationa l Rela.tions Club is planning a program, and
Mr. Dowell is going to speak on the war
·situation. Several plays will be presented
by Miss Blair's dramatic students, and
there will be the usual Chri stmas carol
program by the choir.

Army Invades Campus and
Takes Community by Surprise

The Hollins Camera Club has reserved
a section for next spring when there
wiII be an exhibit of the best of their
works, and will be made up of picture
by the members of the Club.

Plann ing a quiet and restful stay among
old fr iends , the General and Mrs. Marshall visited Hollins , which is Mrs. Marshall's former alma mater. For once the
celel rated general wis hed to be known
as an "unknown soldier." \Vith the
There is no definite plan for the rest arrival of the ranking officer 0 f the
of 1940, but the Art Department wishes United States Army, however, in spite
of all efforts to keep publicity down , a
to bring as many original works here a thrill of excitement ran through the Holpossible, as originals are always more in- Ii 1S campus. This i 110t the Marshalls'
teresting than reproductions.
first visit to Hollin ' College. "My wife

Hollins entertains a distinguished guest
tomorrow night in Rosalyn Tureck, pianIst, who comes to play for convocation.
Miss Tureck's program consists of four
divisions . In the first, four short ~ieces:
Fllgllc ilt B flat 111 ill or, by Gram, Toccata
A 1Ilajo.r, by Paradies, Air alld Mil/llet B
mill or, by Scarlatti, and a Toccata alld
FI/gue B major, by J. S. Bach.
The second division con ists of Chopin's S o//Gta in B flat minoY, in four movements. Following the intermission, · Miss
Tureck w.ill play Allfscl1'willg, by Schumann, SOllg Withoitt Words, · from the
works of Mendelssohn, and a Scher:;o
(frohi Midsiml1lter Night's 'D;;ealll , by
Mendelssohn-Hutchesbli · · .' .-: ", . '. . :
In the fourth -and last division 'o f Mrss
Tureck's program, two 'selel:tfdhs' fr~m
Debussy, Dailse de Peck ancl" Et la -/i';fe
drscc,\d sllr Ie temple gmi feet. The con:'
eluding number will be the Da1lie Illferltal
(from the Firebird) , by Stravinsky and
Agosti.
.
'
· i· ;1
..
During her short career ·thus tar: Miss
Tureck has won first prize in a Greater
Chicago Piano Tournament in which
15,000 students participated; a Fellowship
in the Juilliard Graduate School, of New
York; the. $1,000 award o·f the Nattonal
Federation of Music Clubs and the Schubert Memorial award of an appearance
with the Philadelphia orchestra.
'. -.
Her latest triumph wa~ the' _su~cessful
presentation in Tower Hall, New York,
of the entire 48 Preludes and Fugues~ a~l
well as many other works, of J. S. Bach.
Both audience and press congratulated
her on her zeal, memory, techllique and
musicianship. · "She should become orie·
of the greatest pianists of the day," predicts The Philadelphia L edger.

First Meeting of
Legislative Held

The Joint Legislative Committee held
its first meeting of the year, with Dean
Smith presiding, on Wednesday, October
18. The members of the committee for
this year are: Faculty representatives,
Dean Sm ith, Miss Maddrey, Miss Long,
and I enjoyed our fi rs t vis it here in Miss Chevraux, Miss Wood, Miss Lei1933 so much." declared the General,
"that we decided to come hack. Hollin phart and Mr. Dowell; senior representative, Suzanne McCoy; junior representais truly a lovely place."
\Vhen talking to 11iss Bessie Peyton, tive, Lisa Lindsey; sophomore repre enwh o formerly taught all the children on tative, Randolph McConnell. Ex-officio
the campus in what was known as the members are Rosa Batte Hodges, Anne .
Peyton· L'niversi ty, General Marshall asBrinkley, Fritza von Lengerke, Mary
se rted. "Why, if I had gone to the PeyAustin
Campbell, Alice Porter and .
lOll Cnivcrsit y, I might have been presiHendrix.
Eloise
dent of the l:nited tates."
A ftel' receiving a degree fr0111 Hollins,
At this meeting elections were held
Mrs. Marshall, who is the former I\:ath- for the officers of the present se sion.
crine Tupper, of Kew York, g raduated
Miss Long was elected chairman, Lisa
from th e American Academy of DraLindsey,
secretary, and Suzanne McCoy,
mat ic Arts in N ew York.
he then
stud ied under M. Berton, of the Academic chairman of the program committee . .
f ran<;a is. Later, she toured England. These three officers also make up the
S 'ot land and Jrela nd with the Sir Frank program committee itself.
Henson's English
hakespearean ComAlthough no definite plans ha.ve been
pany. \Vhile at B ollins, she also took an
active part in dramatics. One ot' her roles made so far for the program of the year,
he re was that of ylvia in "A Bachelor's the committee expects to begin work soon.
Rumance."
he also served as business The date for the next meeting .was set
manager of Th e Spillster.
for the fifteenth of November.
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Parade of Opinion

Hollins Student Life

• • • A. C. P. Service

Published fortnightly during tM coll e9' y,.
by a Jtaff composed entirely of sludents

STALIN
EDITORIAL STAFF

Red Russia, long a subject of collegiate study and undergraduate bullsessions, is no longer in good standing with the student body of the U. S.
The deal with Hitler seems to have changed the opinion of the majority,
and editorial writer in the college press warn that all nations should keep
a close eye on tht U. S. S. R. in the futurc.
.
Herc's how the West Virginia University A thcllaeltlll puts it: "The alliance between Germany and Russia is merely one that benefits them at
the moment. With objects attained they will start again the work of
spreading their doctrines and villifying each other. With borders side
by side, neither will be at ease, and will be fearful of the other's aspirations
of domination."
The Cornell University Da.ily SUH sees the new situation as a distinct
gain for Mr. Stalin: "Stalin stands to gain everything and to lose no~hing
by a general European conAict. For a clash among the powers will so
weaken both opposition to the totalitarian states that Ru ssia will be able to
step in aJ1d expand her claims to the south and to the west. It seems as if
the nations continue their war march, Stalin will triumph in the end.
Much as the vulture triumphs ... in the end:'
"But," says the U niversity of New Mexico Lobo, " there'll be plenty of
high horses to get on in the next few months without our getting on our
high horse about Russi<;l. Ask your old P<;lPPy and he'll tell you that the
most valuable thing you can learn is how to stay out of other people's
scraps. You can have a lot of experience and still never know."

ALICE PORTEll. ... . . . ..... , . . ... , .................... , ...•.•....... ..• •... . Edilor
LISA LINDSEY ............. ... .. .. ... .. .......... .. .............. Associole Editor
CAROLINE MCCLE.SKEV .. ... ................... · .. · .. · .. · .... ·· .... ·· . NewJ Editor
SARAH GRAVDON ............... .. ..................... .. .. ·· ... MlJllaging Ed~lor
ANN KIMBALL .... .. ... . .. . ... . . ... ...... . · · ..: . . ..... ............. CO/14m" Ed,tor
BUSINESS STAFF
PHEBE ROBBINS ..... .. .... . .... .. .... . . .. . . ................ . .. . Business Mallager
S ALLY DAVIS .. .. ................ . ... . ... ··· .•.•. ·· .... • · .. · .Circu/ation ·Manager
LUCILE CUlJlERT ..... ... ......... .. .................... ............ '" D \Strl'b II I or
REPORTERS
ROZELLA DAMERON
RUTH DENNETT
Lucv FAIR
ANNE FOLKES
SHIRLEV HENN

EVELVN ANDERSON
DOROTHV BROADWATER
M . V. BUTLER
LA URIE CARLSON
ALICE CLAGETT
FLOSSIE CROCKETT

Member

JOY JONES
. ANNE MORRISSEY
HARRIET ROHNER
CAlI.OLlNE T AVLOR
BEVERLV TURNER
ELIZABETH W AJU)

. . . . . . . . . .T.D 1'0" ".TIO"A~ .D¥ . .n

~ssociated CoIle6ate Press
Distributor of

CoIle6iate Di6est

.....

~

National Ac:hertising Service. IDe.
~.. l'UIbIwrr ..,....,.,.

• •0 MADleoN Av..

N . . YO ...L N. Y.

CMtcMO • . . . , . . • LoI A• • La • LuI flIAIICIICO

Th, 6ailorial staff wisheJ to drafu attention to the facl thal: . (1) ?nly ,igrud
arlieles will be published in Ihe Forum, aI/hough the na"" of tM wnter ~II be k~
only to Ihe editors and will not be publi.<hed; (2) the slaff.reJeMleJ the "~ht ~o unthId from 'ublication any article which il deems UKJlldGbl6 for publlCahon,.ond
h0
,
..,
f
..
... J d in F,,",m GrllcleJ
(3) th, staff does nol /JSsllm' responsIbIlity or oplnlOKJ ex,. e S t ·

COME TO THE 1. R. C.
The International Relations Club has just launched a series of meetings
open to the campus at large. These meetings are condu~ted in su~h a
manner that every student, with a History 10 background, IS able to hsten
with interest. Miss Randolph spoke at the first meeting and similar speakers from the campus community are scheduled for the year. Club members are also scheduled to present reports.
Where does all of this lead ? Is this planned entirely for the
benefit of the handful of actual members of the Club? Not at all.
The program has been ~et up with a desire to offer Hollins girls
an opportunity in understanding the tangled affairs of the day.
The effects of the European war on our country are profound, no matter
how disinterested we may choose to be. As college stl\dents, we should
seek to know more than what lies in the newspaper headlines. Our 1. R. C.
is an opportunity to widen our horizon of worldly knowledge .. Inter~st
alone in such ought to lead us to spend an hour on a Sunday I1Ight With
the International Relations Club.

WANTED- CAMPUS VIEWS

1"

• • • •
THE LIITLE THINGS IN LIFE: What
with bats in the belfry and mice in the
vic, this campus is going to the dogs.

• • • •
LIFE TAKES A HOUDA V: And have you
heard about the gal wbo went away on
her first big week-end, came back and
immediately started cutting her wisdom
teeth?

• • • •

LIFE ·BEHIND THE EIGHT-BAU.: When
Hennie was having her medical exam, Dr;
Jackson spent an unusually long time
listening to her heart-beat. "You needn't
be afraid to tell me," said Hennie bravely,
" I know I have a heart murmur.
"Ah, but that's not it," replied Dr.
Jackson. "I'm trying to hear whose name
it's murmuring."
If

'';'81

, , .~

• • • •

LIFE-SAVER: When Bunch was in the infirmary, Susan Johnston and Pat Fletcher
sent their condolences. There arrived for
Bunch two lovely white lilies and a card
inscribed, "To the future."

is life.
And so, today, we, the people in the world who are awake, the people
who still have the unquestionable right of choosing what we think, of
privately {omling our philosophy of life without having it done for us in
mass production, what do we think? For it is up to those who have still
this privilege to do the constructive thinking. "V hat are we putting in our
philosophy of life? For our philosophy of life must contain both universal
trends and undercurrents as well as those things that are an intangible part
of our individual make-up. V\'e must not let one side dominate the other.
vVe must combine tangible with intangible, material with the immaterial,
and arrive at a successful compromise so that ours is a working philosophy
of life ... one that allows us to realize a situation such as now exists in
Europe as we1.l as one which allows us to be a thing apart, a person who
watches a sunset with appreciation and one who feels the wind blowing
against them and braces tbemselves with a feeling of joy. For life is both
what we find and what we make. We, who are awake in this world, must
have both. For both are Life .

judge of what may be printed.
.
Student forums are not, necessarily, merely outlets for gnevances and
attempts at reform; any expression of appreciation, any desire for some
change, any expression of opinion on matters not related to the immediate
campus, all are welcomed. The space is given for student opinion, and
h
t he staff hopes very much that the student body will seek to use it as suc .
No anonymous articles are accepted, but publicity may be confined to the
editor alone, the writer must have the courage to stand as the author of
her convictions or such convictions may not be worth very much. Let us
not have an empty Student Forum column next time ; let us hear from the
'

• • • •
LIFE- LINE : An elated Mr. Dowell was
running around campus the other day. It
seems he had just received a written on
which, in place of the customary "pledged,"
was inscribed "love, Maxine." A slip ...
of the J,>cn, we trust.

vVe listen to the radio, we read snatches out of the newspapers, we talk
to other people, and we get a rough idea of the war in Europe. Perhaps
we may go to the movies and find ourselves drawing back into our seats
from the newsreels that reveal to us the horrors of a modern war. We know
enough that we may~o around day after day with a faint but persistent
glimmer in the back of our minds that tells us all is not right in the ~orld.
All that is reality. It is a reality th<it we may hope we shall never have to
face except on films or on paper. It is a reality that we must realize,
nevertheless, and modify it into our philosophy of life. For it is life.
It is as much of Ii fe as the trees turning on Tinker, as much of Ii fe as
kicking the leaves around the quadrangle or of singing as we come back
from the tea-house. It is life in stark reality, stripped of all coverings of
disguise which could lead one to thinking it is of no concern of all . It is
life which becomes all the more horrible because it is in contrast to the
height which we had imagined human culture had carried us. So just as
that is life, so is that other side. The side that reveal s to us the signs of a
changing season, of everyday and private concerns. The side that leaves
us breathless with the beauty and infinite sense of living. So, too, that

STUDENT LIFE has always, in the eleven years of its existence as a
campus newspaper, reserved a portion of its editorial page for the expression of opinion by the students at large. Freedom of speech as regards this forum is practically assured, the editorial staff alone the final

:

LIFE GOES TO A TINKER DAV PARTY :
Well, the great day has come and gone ...
thank heavens. The suspense had your
columnist all in a dither. However, be
that as it may, puns flew thick and fast
on the climb. What with cracks about
the Dead End Kids bringing up the rear
and " rolling down," dead tired, etc., the
altitude began to get your columnist down.
Cro wning blow came when some one remarked that climbing Tinker was like a
steeple chase . .. it got steepler and steepler.

WE WHO ARE AWAKE

The 1t1!C.t'amined life is not worth livitlg .-PLATO.

campus.

II Under the Dome I

TEN YEARS AGO AT HOLLINS
(HOLLINS STUDY-NT LIFE, October 20, 1929)
New rooms and new rules were in order for Keller. The girls were
allowed to play musical in struments down there, and even cards on weekdays. Dates could come in the sun parlor on Sundays, and there was no
quiet hour there until 10:30 P. M. All ,vas "on trial."
Student Forums expressed the desire that study signs be abided by,
and that fire drills be taken more seriously.
Tinker Day was celebrated the week before with all of the girls clad in
the latest style hiking knickers and striped knee-length socks. The Dover
Road was selected for the Fall Play. There was excitement in the form of
a small.fi~e up at Miss Mary ~Iea,sants'. home. Students gathered around
the radIO III Keller to hear EdIson s JubIlee Droadcast.

• • • •
LIFE'S DARKEST MOMENT: Pity the poor
seniors I They look for it every night
f rom ten-thirty until twe1ve-thi~ty. If
they don't find it soon, they will certainly
be worn out.

• • • •
SURVIVAL OF THE LIFEST: What with
people falling right and left with the
Black Plague, one upperclassman was
startled to have a freshman ask her, desperately: " Oh, do you think it wi\1 be
all right if I eat some fish?"

• • • •

HI-Yo LIFE: Any old time Batty Harman plus one telephone equals trouble.
The other day a male called and asked for
several residents of first floor West. After
being told that none of them were home,
the male then asked if Batty would like
a date. "Oh, no," said Batty glibly, "I'm
not the interested type."

• • • •

THE THRILL THAT COMES ONCE IN A
LIFE-TIM E: Some Juniors were discussing
who in their class would have roomed together for four years. After awhile, Butler sa id : "Well, Tillie and I would have
roomed together for four years but she
decided to change roommates."

• • • •

LIFE'S OU'r: On the morning before
Tinker Day, only nobody knew it was the
morning before Tinker Day, Dr. Janney
thought that it was Tinker Day. While
browsing around the library in his usual
coy fashion, he happened to ask Miss Tiplady if she were going to climb the
mountain. Upon learning the truth of the
situation, he tore for the Science Hall
and found, to his surprise, that his class
was still waiting for him. (N. B.-We
are surprised, too.)

• • • •
DAILV THOUGHT FOR THE "VF..EK :
Of all sad words o f tongue or pen
The saddest are these : it might have
been ... a better column.
SEAL AND SEAL, INC.

Dr. Robison Ends
European Travels
INTERVIEW WITH DR. ROBISON
Dr. Georgia Robison arrived from Europe to take up her duties 'as Assistant
Professor of History at Hollins College
on Sunday, October IS. She is a graduate
of the University of Chicago, where she
also took her M. A . She was awarded the
A. ·A . U. W. European Fellowship for
1930-1931, and in October, 1930. sailed for
France to begin research for a biographica l study o f Revelliere-Iepeaux, one of
the five executives of the French government at the time of the Directory. She
continued to live in Paris until 1934, pursu ing her r esearch in various libraries
and archives and attending lectures at the
Uni\'ersity of Paris and the College de
France. Then, a fter a short stay in the
United States, she returned to France for
a year and a half of writing and traveling.
Shortly after coming back to the United
States, Miss Robison received her Doctor's degree in Modern Europcan History
from Columbia University and was appointed Lecturer ill History at Barnard
College for the year .1937-1938. Last year
she spent as instructor in history at
Brooklyn College, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Tour Filled with Excitement
This summer has been filled with exciting experiences for Dr. Robison. Ailer
spending one week of June on the Hollins
campus, she sailed for France on July 5.
For three weeks she stayed in Paris,
where she had photostats made for a
study which she intends to make on the
French naturalist Bosc and his trip to
the United States at the end of the 18th
century.

On August I she went to Switzerland,
where she stayed for ten days. In Geneva
she saw the exposition of Spanish painting. While in the little valley 'of Lauterbrunnen. she met Miss Gretel Hiiggler,
who had known Miss Parkinson when she
used to take Hollins girls to Europe in
the summer. "Vhcn Miss Hiiggler learned
that Dr. Robison was to be at H ollins this
year, she asked her to bring Miss Parkinson a little gift and a note.
"Vhen Dr. Robison got back to France,
she visited friends in Vendee. While there,
she was entertained for tea at the Chateau
de I'Aubraie by M. Paul Cle.menceau,
brLlther of the great French editor and
statesman. After spending the night of
August 21 at Bordeaux, she went to
Brives to visit M. Albert Meynier, a retired history professor, and his family.
I f was there- that she heard the news of
lhe alliance between Germany and Ru sia.
On the way to Toulouse, she found
the trains full of soldiers, some already
in uniform, others just called up. Peasants
stated that their sons, who had been on
leave to help with the -wheat harvest, had
been called back to military duties. On
August 24, Dr. Robison went from Toulouse to Marseilles and on to Eze bord-Iemer, in the Alpes-Maritimes, near the
Italian border. The afternoon war was
declared she spent walking wiih friends
in the mountains near Menton, in sight
of the Italian customs house.
Trip Home Often Delayed
It took Dr. Robison f rom September 8
to 11 tQ reach Paris, spending the nights
at hotels along the way. The trains had
almost no lights and there were only
dim blue lights in the stations. At Paris,
she stayed at a hotel just around the
Corner from the American embassy, which
was said to have the best bomb-proof
cellars ill Paris. When she had been in
Paris only an hour, a policeman asked
hu where her gas mask was. A s she
cou Id not buy one, she borrowed one
f rom her dressmaker, whose daughter was
out of the city at the time.
She stayed in Paris until she succeeded
getting the promise of space on the
S. S. Washington, a U. S. liner. She
(Colllilll/cd 0" Paye 6)
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Music Majors Direct
Business of Association

Miss Randolph
Talks on
U. S. Neutrality

At its first meeting, the Music Association made a change in the make-up of
its org-anization. The music majors wiU
form a board of directors and in this
The first open meeting of the Internafunction will carryon all the business
tiona l Relations Club was held October
and actual technicalities of the present
15. The meeting was attended by over 60
music association. The present associamembers of the college community.
tion, then, of the music students will meet
After coffee was served, Miss Ruth
on ly once or twice a year for a report
Hannah, president of the I. R. C, opened
from the board of directors and a genthe meeting. In her speech she explained
eral get-together of the board.
the aims and methods of the club. Miss
An added incentive towards greater
Hannah concluded by introducing the
success this year has been the work of
speaker, Dr. Bessie Carter :Randolph,
Mr. and Mrs. Talmadge. This summer
president of Hollins Col1ege.
Mrs. Talmadge fixed up the new CarDr. Randolph, whose speech was titled
negie library in Presser, opposite 101.
"Conflieting Currents of Thought on
Thi s room is now in the form of a sitting
American Neutrality," is one of the foreroom, where the students may relax and
most authorities on international law in
enjoy comfort ' while listening to the Victhe United States. She has served on
tro la. This year the association plans to '
many committees for the discussion of
give Carnegie teas about once a month
inte rnat.ional problems.
in this new room. Records will be played
Dr. Randolph opened her speech by deand tea served. Last year this plan was
fining neutrality as an international agreenot so successful but, because of the comC ......ral and Mr.. Mar.hall
ment. Therefore, any laws made by the
fort and new aspect of the room, they
United States in regard to commerce with
hope it will meet with success this year.
belligerents should not be termed neuThis year the choir has hopes of getMany Interesting Books
trality laws. Then Dr. Randolph showed
ting vestments. The administration has
how little international neutrality laws
Added to Library Shelves
arranged for so many musicians to come
can affect an undeclared war. After this
to Hollins for convocations this year that
important introductory material, Dr. Ranthe money the association formerly used
dol?h
,,:ent into the history of "neutrality"
The Following i8 a Letter ReBooks of interest to everyone from for this purpose may go to the choir.
legIslatIOn III this country, describing the
ceived by a Hollin8 Fre8hman
bound volumes of Congress ional Records
state of neutrality after the world war
and valuable documents on international
and differentiating between the embargo
acts of 1935, 1936, 1937 and 1938. As the
I can (Iuiet you. I am too young to go law alld relations to several of the most
in training. In Holland boys go in train- reccllt and popular books of fiction have
embargo act of 1938 permits only the sale
ing when they are nineteen years old. I been added to the library since June, 1939.
of raw materials to belligerents, it is unThe two hundred thirty-eight bound
a m on ly seventeen. Moreover, I don't
fair to agricultural countries. The "cash
believe H olland will soon be in war. how- volumes 0 f Congressiona l Records were From '~FaC18 in Review," 188UM and carry" laws now under discussion in
ever the live seems very much like it r eceived from the library of the Norfolk
Congress is planned to relieve this un. by German Library of
a nd Western :Railway, and the Ca rnegie
fairness. Because, under the proposed
here.
loformation
Anywhere in this town places are made Endowment for International Peace prelaw belligerents will have to provide their
to hide for bombardments, and also we sented to our Library eighty-six valuable
OW') transportation, shipping interests are
A DIGEST OF WORLD OPINION
fighting. it.
.
have shorts in some articles, such as documents on international law and relaChancellor Hitler's stirring appeal for
petrol, sugar , etc. But the only real tions. In the purchases made from the
As the subject was very clearly e~~
danger we suffer here is that men who regular library appropriations were in- peace of October 6, did not arouse a re- plallled, there was very little discussiOill
huilt up a shop very difficult are mo- cluded both classic and modern works in sponsive chord in French and l\ri.tish after the speech, and the meeting was
statesmen. If we may judge by their adjourned early.
bilized now, and had to shut thei r shops, a ll academic divisions and departments.
oratorical
fli ghts, Daladier and Chamberwhile they have not anything to do at Purchases were made mo~t extensiv ely,
lain
deliberately
close their ears to the
howc~erJ in biology, social science, pothe border.
reason.
It
is believed by some
voice
of
But this is nothing in comparison with litica l science and language departments.
Italy Applauds
that
they
have
left
the
door to peace at
In both the general library collection and
Polen.
least a little open. This opinion is not
In
Rome,
Virginio Gayda, official
library,
there
are
many
morc
the
rental
The P oles can't even be buried. If they
shared in Germany where the few sen- "unofficial spokesman" for the I talia~
of
the
current
best
se
llers
in
fiction
added.
are buried it is at the place where they
Among those books most popular in the tences which may be so interpreted are GoveTl1Illent, warned France and Britain
die. How terrible is this people torrental library, according to those already regarded as a ruse de guerre or a sop to in the Giornale d'Italia, that Hitler's offer
mented!
neutral opinion.
was their last chance to choose peace or
And the poor sailors whose ship is signed for, are "Grapes of Wrath," by
A survey of the press of the world re- its alternative "a great war which will
"Christ
in
Concrete,"
by
Di
Steinbeck;
torpedoed, on ly for they were born at
veals that Chancellor Hitler's speech devastate men and wealth." Joining him
anothe r place in the world than their Donato; " \Vincl, Sand a nd Stars," by
favorable echoes in every neutral in demands for peace, Mussolini's own
aroused
Saint Exupery, and "Escape," by Ethel
enemy. Enemy? \Vhat enemy ?
country_
In England and France opinion newspaper, the POPOlo d'Ita/ia, of Milan,
Vance.
They never saw him before.
is divided. While the censorship makes it hails the German Chancel1or's speech as
Yes, so is a modern war.
difficult to appraise the situation correctly, "inspired by a deep sense of humanity and
Men, whom you saw today and whom
it is obvious from innumerable indications by the ideal of a new Europe in which all
you learned to know, you have to kill A. D. A.'s All
that the intransigeant attitude of Cham- nations would finally be reconciled, live
tomorrow. And if you don't this so (Juick Add an Alphabet
berlain and D aladier does not fully reflect in peace and collaborate on reconstruction.
as you can, you are killed by your own
public opinion in their own countries . .
"If the speech irritates war mongers, if
office rs, which are among you jf you
In the United States many powerful if does not inspire the so uls and minds of
make an attack and who shoot down anyvoices are raised for peace. Even com- some leaders, " the paper points out, "at
one who does not run so fast so he can.
Well, the A. D. A.'s have gathered quite mentators hostile to Germany, deplore the least it certainly touches the hearts of the
An'd what is the use of war?
absence of a concrete statement of British
I f we arc dead we can't do anything a few into their fold. Sometime ago they war or peace aims and urge upon Western masses. It was not a military declaration
full of threats and warnings but rather a
welcomed by way of the A. D. A. insane
for our country.
statesmen a spirit of consideration and sincere expression. Chancellor Hitler's
Nobody likes war. To the contrary, any asylum, Emily Campbell and J ane Pal- reason. We omit quotations from -riews.
Christian knows and t·ries the precept of matary. These two nit-wits gave the papers in the United States, since these solemn declaration before the Reichstag,"
declares Resto del Carlino, Bologna, "had
love.
campus wits (e. g. the A. D . A.'s) a merry a re readily available to our readers.
a n echo throughout the world resembling
And yet we have war, and where is the
Russia Speaks Out For Peace
time II punning on the green" and climbthat awakened by the utterances of Pope
end?
Describing Hitler's speech as a "real, Pius XII himself." The paper recalls that
ing
on
each
other.
Highlight
of
the
evenC. DE GROOT.
ing was when Brink's disabilities were practical basis for negotiation," Js~stija , the Holy See invariably pursues the
official Ru ssian journal, asserts, that the noble aim of maintaining European peace.
commented on.
Anglo-French arguments that the war In this connection, the paper points out,
Tinker D ay turned into A. D. A. day must be prolonged to crush .. Hitlerism," the policy of I taly and Germany is "infor Mrs. H obart and Mrs. R ogan who, in "makes us return to the gloomy middle spired by the same lofty ideal .•. By the
turn, turned in a good ' performance last ages when devastating religious wars were voice of the Fuehrer Germany has made
carried on for the purpose of exterminating an invaluable contribution to the cause
night. These two cap itivated all comers
heretics and people of different religions. of peace."
by their blackboard and baby carriage
" It is impossible to exterminate any
Scanainavia Agrees
episode. Their interpretation of the al- idea or opinion by fire or sword', " the
With overwhelming unanimity sentiphabet will be remembered if not by all, newspaper continues, one may respect ment in the smaller neutral nations of
at least by some front-rowers. And what or hate Hitlerism or any other system of Europe supports a speedy peace. In Denpolitical opinions. This is a matter of mark, the Social Demokraten comments:
with the Hobart ensemble and the
taste. But to begin a War for the 'eXter- .. No country wants war; all statesmen
R ogan foot wiggling, the show was a mination of Hitl erism' signifies admission
know this." Berl'ngske Tidenae calls Gerhowl ... but not from baby. Hurra h for of a policy of criminal silliness.
many's offers "a valuable contribution
"If," the mouthpiece of the Russian to peace." Similar opinions run through
the staff! It is somethin' to lean on.
With all four new members the ra nks Government insists, "tbe French and other Northern neutrals. In Stockholm
British refuse to consider Germany's for instance, the Aftonhlodet discusses th~
of A: D. A . have been increased by good
peaceful offer, the full responsibility for question wbether Britain and France will
material. Fools are bdrn , not made, and the tremendous destruction which will continue the war, and expresses the hope
who are we to argue?
follow, lies on their shoulders."
tbat " wiser statesmanship will control."

Holland Youth
Expresses Views

•

Echoes of Hitler's
Peace Speech
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Career Girl Makes
Successful Wife
SURVEY PROVES THEORY
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Seal. at Work

Jereey Lend. lleelr

Kitchen Staff Fill Mammoth Task
in Feeding Hungry Hollins Girls
Don't let anyone tell you that Hollins
girls don't have appetites I In one week
Hollins College consumes 175 pounds of
chicken, six bushels of spinach, two
bushels of tomatoes for salads alone, 12
gallons of ice cream, 18 gallons of tamatoes, 3,600 eggs, 400 gallons of milk
and in one day the college drinks from
18 to 20 gallons of milk. This, however,
is not so surprising when one considers
the 325 students, the 75 members of the
facult y and ~taff and the 60 servants, all
of whom must be fed daily. The kitchen,
then, is responsible for serving 1,380
meals a day.
To carry out this mammoth task of
feeding 460 hungry mouths daily, the
college employs 35 members Oil its
kitchell staff. In 1912, the head dietitian,
Mrs. Boozer, became a member of the
Hollins community. Mrs. Anderson, the
ass istant dietitian, however, joined the
kitchen staff this season. To carryon the
actual cooking of the meals there is one
head cook, Archie Bruce, one ass istant
cook, two kitchen helpers, one baker, one
assistant baker, two pantry maids, two
dish washers . Since they work behind
the scenes, these ten essential members of
our kitchen are rarely seen by the college.
One very prominent member of the dining room sta ff, however, is Louis Hunt,
the head waiter. Rain or shine, breakfast

or supper, Louis, with a flower in his
lapel, greets all of Hollins with a friendly
grin. Balancing huge trays in one hand
as they race back and forth from the
kitchen, the 22 waiters a're an important
part of the dining room activity.

Girls who have worked before marriage
make be tt er wives. Schoo l teachers seem
Archie Bruce, the head cook, was born
espec ially well fitted to marriage.
about
a half-mile from the college and
This conclusion was reached after one
has
always
Ih'ed near Hollins. Starting
o f t he most thorough statistical surveys
as
a
scullery
boy and working up to his
o f ma rriage ever made in the United
pos
ition
step by step, Archie has
present
States. Conducted by Dr. L eonard S.
work ed ill the Hollins kitchen for 39
Cottrell, Jr ., of Cornell, and Pro f. Ernest
years. When he first came to the college,
\-Vatson Burges s, of the University of
the kitchen was half its present size
Chicago, the survey took seven years t o
By BETrY BEASLEY
and
the dining rOOm included only the
co mplete. The 526 married couples interdome r oom. Neither annex had been built.
As was predicted, the week-end of the
viewed provided the two in vestigating
At
that
time,
Charles
L.
Cocke,
the
foun13th
Lila
Lindley
and
Caroline
McCI",,..,,.
and 14th was a wonder! ul success.
educators with interesting conclusions,
der
of
H
ollins,
was
still
the
head
of
the
Everyone
went away-well, practically
some of them contrary to popular belief.
school.
Mr.
Estes
Cocke
and
Mr.
Turner
everyone-the
oui ja board only lied to a
\Vhen asked to estimate th e degree of
were very young men just beginning their few of us.
his or her happiness in marriage, husbands Annnal Gymkhana Features
work here.
Theme song of the W . and L. dances,
rated their marriages as: 79'}'0 "very
Varied
Costume
Races
When asked his favorite ,dish, Archie "Quick, Henry. Let's flit." ·Well, they
happy" and "happy," and only 2.4% judged
said he had none "unless he was a little flitted and flirted and had a lovely, time
theirs "very unhappy." Wives rated their
marriage as did their husbands and agreed
partial to the spaghetti, cheese, tomato mid top-hats, white ties and jitter-bugs.
The Gymkhana is going to be held this
that 2.4 % of their marriages were "very year at 2 o'clock on Nov.ember II. Among
sauce combination." Archie's favorite Among those who flitted were Marge
outdoor recreation, however, is croquet Howard, Jane Jester, Marcia Earle,
unhappy."
the new events thi s year is the event in
and he considers checkers his favorite in- Martha Bowman, Helen Walsh, Jane
which the saddle and bridle are taken
door sport. The head cook has a son, Giesen, Ruth Davis, Betty Ballard Jones,
Financial Handline Relates to
off while the rider is still on the horse.
David, who is a waiter here ; a nephew, Carolyn Gale, Virginia Couper and Kitty
There is to be also a douglulUt race, where
Happy Home
Archie, the Second, who is also a waiter, Grady.
doughnuts, strung on rubber bands from a
It was found that a marked relationship
Foot note: Kay Sanford and Libby
and
a niece, Emma, who works in the
frame in the middle of the ring, are to be
between happiness and handling family consumed without the help of hands. AnShibley went to Princeton home-comings.
chemistry laboratory.
finances existed . Of those who always
Margaret Harmon, Maxine MacDougall
other difficult class is the obstacle race.
agreed, 6 1% were very happy and ~nly In this class costumes are donned while
and Georgina Hinman spent the past week3% very unhappy. Of those who always
end in Martinsville and they say they
the rider is on the horse and racing
Collegiate
World
disagreed, 50'}'o were "very unhappy" and
had a beau-ti-ful time.
.New Awards
around the ring.
none were very happy. Almost as im.... nne Folkes, Evelyn Anderson, Ann
Some of the best events of last year's Cre.ate Interest
portant to happiness, the investigators
Hutchison
and Marjorie Anne Swann
Gymkhana are going to be repeated again
found that an agreement concerning this year,. There will be contests in in "Vogue" Contest
held aloft the torch at Tech openings.
(By Associated CoU.,ial. Press)
friends and handling of relatives must
However, last week-end Muffy Sicard,
jumping, pair-riding and walk, trot, canter,
William Allen White, the venerable Alma Darden, Ann Hutchison and Jeanne
exist. Frequent demonstration of affecclasses on blank et and surcingle. There
NEW YORK, October to-Tbe fifth Prix sage of Emporia down in Kansas, a few Bailey went up for the home-coming
tion by the husband towards the wife
will also be a balloon contest, where balalso rated high as the sign of "very
de Paris, an annual career competition for issues ago abandoned his political saging affairs.
loons are tied to the rider's arm, and
college seniors sponsored b y Vogue Maga· and tur,ned to advising university presihappy" marriages.
Hollins visitors, we welcome you and
there is a contest to see who can pop the
The survey, which will be published in
s'n.,
has created unusual interest through- dents, with some particularly pointed hope you will come again-very soon.
most balloons. The musical chairs Class
out the country, due to the increased num- words for the newly-elected head of the
book form as "Predicting Success or
Alice Reynolds, of Waynesboro, Ga.,
and other costume races will be a part of
ber of career prizes and a broadening of University of Kansas. When the ne
Failure in Marriage," by Prentice-Hall,
and Betsy Tracy, of Bluefield, W. Va.,
this year's program.
the scope of the contest to include fea- chancellor finds his gridiron representa- spent part of last week at Hollins. Reyexploded a number of popular beliefs on
This year, as last year, the prizes given
ture writing as well as fa shion reporting. tives hatching goose eggs, Mr. Whit.e nolds is of the Class of '41 and Betsy o'f
courtship and marriage. It was found, for
for each class will be donated by the
Vogue's Prix de Paris offers eight major says he should:
example, that a longer courtship is in
the Class of '42.
stores and firms in Roanoke.
"Jump out of the chancellor's box, boy,
awards,
instead of two, as in the past. This
fa vor of better harmony and better adThose lucky people who went to homeThe Riding Club is expecting to try
year, there will be three career prizes, in- throw off your coat, put on a sweater, hop comings at Charlottesville are: Louise
justment after marriage. \-Vhere the
out new prospects for the Club during
cluding a special Vanity Fair writing in and bust your way through. If nothing
courtship lasted less than a year, there
the first part of November. These tests award, five cash prizes, and Honourable else will save the university from the Daniel, Dee Alexander, Mary Bland
was incomplete adj ustment. Their chances
will be given by Mr. Graves with the Mentions. First prize is one year's em- ignominy of defeat, get in the game, Armistead, Cynthia Collings, Rosa Batte
fo r happiness were 20% less than those
assistance of two Riding Club members. ployment with Vogue, six months to be young feller! Show 'em you've got what Hodges and J ane King Funkhouser.
whose courtships lasted a year or more.
The girls who went to Hampden-Sydney
Thus, the new members will be decided spent in Vogue's New York office, six it takes! Up and at 'em, and let academic
The best term o f courtship seems to be
this
last week-end tell us we wouldn't
upon be fore the Gymkhana, and the new months in Paris, if world conditions per- tradition and chancellorial dignity go
between three and five years. Courtships
have
known the place. Must be the inRiding Club members will be announced mit; otherwise, the full period of one year hang. Hit the line! Baby ; hit the line!"
of five years or more show less chance
fluence
of the Freshman class there.
Boy, we'd like to see that game-during the Gymkhana.
will be spent in New York. Second priz,e
for happiness after marriage. Those who
Those
who
went were: Kitty Taylor,
is six months as a feature writer on Vogue's wouldn't you?
married after courtships of three months
Mary
Carver
Reed, Nancy Noble and
Marion Sawyer Allen is having a tough
New York staff. In addition, Vogue will
or less showed a 30% greater risk in
Harriet
Martin.
purchase five of the best theses sub- time of it at Syracuse University. In case
permanent adjust ment.
The week-end of the 21st had possiyou didn't know, he's a boy-and that
mitted. Honourable , Mentions will be
bilities, i{ you like football with a dash
First Issne of "Cargoes"
name
is
just
what
caused
him
all
the
awarded to other outstanding contestants,
of dances at the end. Frannie Vaughan
W orkinc Girle Make Better
Goes to Press October 25
and winners of these awards will be put in trouble.
Adju8tmente
Pre-registration officials at Syracuse and Louise Sturn berg went to see this
touch with leading firms throughout the
year's Rose Bowl prospect play host to'
country. Of the SO leading entrants in didn't interpret it the right way, and had Alabama at their home-coming game at
\Vives who worked before their marAt their meeting on October 17th, thc
t he four previous contests, 3S are today "her" all assigned early in the summer to
riage make much better adjustments than
members of the Ca.-goes staff learned that following careers in writing, fashion and a room in the women's dormitory, with the University at Knoxville, while Anne
tho se who had never worked. Among
Folkes, Rosa Batte Hodges, Gwendolyn
the fir st issue of the magaz ine will go to
feminine roommate and all.
merchalldising.
wives, school teachers r anked high in adHubbard, Jane King Funkhouser, Mary
press on \Vednesday, October 25. All
He
says
now
the
Big
Chum
assigned
to
In announcing the contest, Edna
justment. Professional men make the
entries to the Freshman contest were Woolman Chase, editor of Vogu., said: acquaint "her" with university life Carver Reed, Mary Ro'ma Pinkerton,
best husba nds, and of these chemical enMary Austin Campbell, Betty West, Betty
judged Monday, October 23.
"Our purpose in sponsoring the Prix de sounded interesting. Yes, he's going to
gineers and ministers rated highest. Men
It was a lso announced at this meeting Paris contest is to discover col!ege girls look into the chumming part of it, even Colcock, Pat Wadsworth, Lucile Culbert
and women who arc activ e in two or three
that the winner of the F reshman contest with the ability to write and a flair for though he had to tum down his assigned and Betty Beasley preferred to' see the
organizations made the best adjustment
V. M. 1.- Virginia scramble.
will be awarded an honorable membership fashion-and to open the door to these roommate!
a fter marriage.
A gentle hint to the wise-the week-end
in the Writers' Club and that the person young women who want a career of
The amount of the family income seems
of
November 4th had better be looked
receiving seco!,d place will be given a feature writing, fashion reporting, adverto bear little relationship to happiness.
There will be a Delt house party at
into.
half membership.
tising, or merchandising."
NEW YORK CITY (ACP)-That the Washington and Lee, openings at Virginia
The income, however small, should be
First prize in last year's cOlltest went to present European conflict is also affecting
sa ved or spent in any way agreeable to
with Bob Crosby playing plus the added
Elizabeth
Farnsworth, of Memphis, Tenn., the hobbies and spare time activities of
both.
attraction
of the Virginia-Chicago foota senior at Vassar College. Miss Farns· college freshmen has been proven by a
The chances o f an only child for happy
ball
game.
Then, too, there is the V. M. 1.
married life are cut by 20% . Husbands
Butler University is being sued for worth has now joined the Fashion Edi- Hunter College survey.
corps
trip
to Richmond with V. M, I .
Replying to a special questionnaire, playing Richmond and a big football hop
and wives who have brothers and sisters $2S,OOO damages by a freshman injured torial Department of Vogue Magaz'n •.
Second prize went to a senior at North, new students indicated that their hobbies
make much better adjustments after mar- in a chemistry laboratory explosion .
afterwards.
Northwestern University will conduct western University, Martha Swigart, were analyzing newspaper propaganda,
riage.
Contrary to general belief, education a special school on contemporary events who is now employed in Vogue's Feature collecting war cartoons and leaflets, and
Department. Honourable Mentions were oratory, building airplanes, flying and
At a charity dance for a Syracuse Unidoes not lessen the chances for marriage for students' fathers attending the D ads'
awarded to: June Fox, University of historical research.
versity loan library, admission was paid
adjustment and happiness. It was found D ay celebration.
Harvard University has a special re- California; Harriet Wile and Thee Kilby donating a volume.
that college graduates, men and women,
born, Smith Col!ege; Julia Sewell, Agnes
Forty thousand Ohio high school stuwere more success ful in marriage than search project to analyze" the forces that
Scott College; Alice Thomsen, Syracuse
produce normal young men."
dents attended the annual high school
grammar and high school graduates.
The University of Cincinnati has or- University; Celia Sevareid and Joanne Tribune, Bergdorf Goodman, Marshall day at Ohio State University.
ganized a loafer's club to plan spare- Pierson, University of Minnesota; Gayle Field, and Breath of the Avenue, all of
Dr. Edward Benes, former president of
Love of Parenla Relatee
Johnson, University ·of Wisconsin; and
Czechoslovakia,
has accepted a permatime activities for students.
New York; Bamberger, of Newark; La
Husbands and wives who love their
Haverford College's a utograph collec- Anne Wilkin, Depauw University. Among Sal!e & Koch, of Toledo ; Neusteter, of nent place on the University of Chicago
the finns employing last year's contestparents are likely to love each other. Those tion contains the signatures of all of the
faculty,
ants are: New York Times, Minneapolis Denver; and J, L, Hudson, of Detroit.
U, S, presidents.
(C onlillued 0" Page 6)
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Finall y, f or a II you gals who want to
be dressy but warm in the same breath
try one of the new soft, light wool jer~
seys. ThIS material is so supple and
grace f ul that it seems to be the ideal
goods in which to reflect the new trends
of fashion this fall ... draping, tucking,
front and back fullness, shirring ... all
DARLING HOLLY :
~hes~ dressmaker tricks are accomplished
Yes, here it is time to' write you an- III .Jersey with glorious results. And
other letter. Honestly, I just can't a g a,IIl, those heavenly new colors make
believe that November is practically upon the,r appearance in this serviceable fabric.
liS I I suppose you have been working
Crepe Alway. Sma..
like the very dickens to get all those
lessons done, in order to have your weekNow for a word about that important
ends free for all the "big doings" at the
fabnc-crepe. Yes, it's just as good this
various colleges. Vleek -ends spell fUll,
year as it has been for the last five yea rs I
and fun leads to thoughts on the clothes
Any "four-to-seven" fuhction or a Satsituation; so here's where I pop into the
urday night dinner date at the Hotel Roapicture! I promised you a "dissertation"
noke wi II be graced by crepe dresses this
on the dressy angle of fashion, this time,
wlIlter. Of course, the classic black just
so here goes . . . Dance week-ends, as well
couldn't be smarter. And the plainer the
as informal dates on campus, both dedress the better . . . dress this basic crepe
mand an adequate wardrobe of dressier
~p to the occasio.~ by adding massive
clothes. I know you've found that it's
Je~'e lry: ~ tiny, bright velvet hat, and a
just literally impossible to wear the classic
bnght ·b.g bow" bag. As for the new
sweate r-and-skirt outfit all week-end ...
dr~'.ses, designed to show off your tiny
and, anyway, who isn' t d)'illg for the
waISt . . . the gathered apron yoke, the front
chance to appear in slightly more sophistifullness or the sophisticated bustle si lcated. formal attire, since the afternoon
houette a ll lend themselv es io crepe and
clothes are so exciting this fall?
arc all equally as smart. (But quite obviously, one needs a well-nigh perfect
Wool Dreaeee Up
figure to wear these .. . no more Hollins
After that winning touchdown, you and specia ls at the 1'-house!) And if you
your date will undoubtedly whip over to
want something with a dash of color .. .
the House for a gala tea dance. What to
A
black and red combination to make
wear? Well, if you're going straight from
the game and haven' t a minute to change, your mouth water is a basic crepe, trimmed
why not dress for the whole day in o;,e with azalea-red pleated crepe insets III
of the new dressy wools? Warm, yet the shoulder and neck. This under a black
ever so much more formal than the usual
cloth COat, trimmed with silver fox, plus
football attire ... The simple, long-sleeved,
full-skirted wool is a graceful, basic dress a tiny si lver fox hat, held secur.ely on
that you wilJ want to own and, inciden- your shining locks by an azalea-red veltally, wear and wear. Try heavy junk vet bow would be divine!
jewelry with it to give the dressy touch.
( Those masses of tiny gold temple bells
AeeeHOries What Ho!
are different, and so very colorfu1.) The
And what about accessories to match
wools this fall all come in ' such fascinating, good-enough-to-eat shades.
. the your new dressy clothes? If you are
greens, bright reds, mulberry and heather completing a black costume, by all means
mixtures can't help but be becoming to
add touches of bright color-sporting pink,
everyone; and decidedly new and different
are the "baby-coat" colors ... delicate blue baby blue, saffron yellow or bright green
soft yellow and a yummy perambulator~' - in your hats and bags. If you have a
pink, which will look scrumptuous under wool in a light or bright shade, try a
your fur coat at the game and later, while matching wool turban, a fur-trimmed pi!lyou "frisco" to Tommy Dorsey! Cinbox or a suede beret. Gloves in plain
namon, cafe all lail and all the brown
shades are smarter than ever this year, so black or brown are a wiser choicc than
don't miss them in the galaxy of color the bright colors in the long run. (Those
this fall .
English suedes in bright colors are

f''''

Velveteen, Takes a Bow

once III a while, though I) The new,
shorty-short gloves
with
hand-embroidered scallops round the edges are
charming. A s for the lower extremities
... extra-sheer stockings are a "must" for
dress-up occasions, even if they are an
extravagance! And last, but not least,
SHOES! The classic suede or a lligator
pumps in black or brown are fine for
your wools . . . and slightly dress ier suede
sandals or patent leather pumps are in
order for your crepes.

If you want something a bit dressier ,
yet not wool, there is always the old
stand-by-velveteen. I feel that this material is usually a bit clumsy and stiff;
but our 1939 designers have overcome
this problem and give us some of the
most wearable a fternoon dresses 0 f the
season .. . An old rose. velveteen dirndl
with a peter-pan collar and three-quarter
length sleeves is '·oh, so smart I" And
those new sleeves give you an elegant opWell, I have an immediate date with
portunity to flaunt that new charm brace- the dead-line, Holly, so must ~Iose now.
let! Either a matching velveteen beret, Next time, I will attempt to tackle that
or a fur chapeau, matching your coat, ever-fascinating sUbj ect-evening dresses.
and trimmed in rose velveteen streamers,
As ever,
will complete the o utfit.
Jov.

Q~J1~
ywea.ua DWiiio ...
~

GIFTS FOR ALL
OCCASIONS
Hal/ins Seat 1ewelry

FEET FIRST
Knowing that shoes set the
pace fOT her whole costume,
the woman who is truly smaTt
considers her FEET FIRST
"Brallti/l,[ S hoes"-Hosiery, too!

209 Jefferson Street

Propst-Childress Shoe Co,

American' Theatre Building

ROANOKE, VIRGINIA

Dos and Don'l8
for the College Lady

Halloweeu
Features Senior Slunts

MEMPHtS, TENN. (ACP)- Rules for
good taste and good behavior while in the
classroom and on the campus have been
set down for co·eds by a writer in the
Ti,., Rae, State Teachers College student newspaper here.
Here are Marjorie Bretherick's good
conduct rules for" correct " co-eds:
1. Young lady, never precede an elder
or superior of your own sex through a
doorway.
2. When you are considering chewing
gum in class, put yourself in the place of
th~ teacher, and think how rude you
~hlllk the girl friend who pops her gum
III your face.
3. Refrain from arguing for the sake of
argument in class; that is, if you do not
like to be made fun of.
4. If you must see your neighbor's
notes while he is taking them, by all
mealls ask his permission instead of
twisting his paper around so you can see
it.
S. If a sign says, .. Students are not
admitted," or if you know you're not,
stay out!
6. If you must enter' class late don't
rumble in. The attention yo~ att~act in
this way will not do you any good.
7. If you are one of those persons who
simply cannot whisper, please don't talk
while an instructor is trying to lecture.
You have no idea how terrible it sounds.

On that night when all the proverbial
ghos ts and goblins come out from their
hiding places to ha 'nt folks and get into
all kinds o f mischief, Hollins nestles
down in its valley of comparative safety
and prepares to celebrate III it own
unique way, gnome man excepted , And
even though Halloween happens to fall
on Tuesday this year, all indications point
to the fact that the "spirit" will successfully move all the Hollins "devils" to
celebration on the dark, black night of
Saturday, October 28.
To the Freshman class comes the sweeping honor o f subduing the dining room
echoes with pumpkins, orange and black
crepe paper, and bundles of corn stalks .
Aw, s hucks, not to forget tables struggling under scattered. peanuts .. . and apple
cider. Nor the students and faculty,
struggling brave ly under eerie sheets and
other forms of "bewitching" costumes at
dinner.

With the Senior Class, however, lies
the responsibility of providing, perhaps,
the most hilarious part of the Halloween
celebration ... Senior stunts. Shrouded in
mystery, as always, the nature of these
stunts can only be the object of much
speculation until a fter dinner and the rise
of thc opening curtain III the Little
Collegiate Review
Theater. Until then the inquisitive can
merely attempt to satisfy their unsatiable
(By A ssociat.d Collegiate Press)
curiosity by "looking for it." (But the
The University of North Dakota has Senior goblins'll git cha ' if ya do find
nine student cheer leaders.
out. .. 'fore time!)
Brown University will this year begin
Finally, H ollins impressively ends its
publication of Mathematical Rmews,
an international journal on mathematics. celebration as the students anxiously await
Early reports indicate that the U. S. the stroke of twelve when Freya, the highcollege student population this year will est honorary organization on campus,
be only approximately one per cent higher
walks for the first time of the year.
than last year.
Racket-buster Thomas E. Dewey
maJored in music while a University of
Michigan student.
University of Kentucky frosh are
classified ,according to colleges by the
WELCOME!
color of the buttons on their caps.
A drew University student has traveled
TINKER TEA HOUSE
in 30 states (12,000 miles) "by the
thumb."
New York State College for Teachers is
sponsoring a weekly "grooming clinic "
for all co-eds.
The University of Chicago has severed
its affiliation with the University BroadTHURMAN & BOONE CO.
casting council.
"Tile SOl/th's Largest and
The University of Oregon has an ampli F i Ilcst Home F tlrnisllillg
fier that will magnify a sound IS 000 000
times.
JIlstitutioll"
I

,

In olden times, Union College professors
were entitled to pastures where their cows
could graze.
The Ohio tax commission has ~uled that
a three per cent amusement tax must ba
paid on gross receipts of all college sociar'
fUllctions.
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Dramatics
in College Prove
Good Background
By RO DAMERON

Dashing madly backstage after Golden
Boy, I was conducted down into the baseme~'t by a very obliging attendant. There,
amtd much confusion, I was abJe to talk
to several of the actors. Mr. Lunden
unfortunately, was attired only in (cen~
sored) and, consequently, was unable to
grant an interview.
Miss Claire, however, said she heartily
approved of dramatic work in college in
preparation for a stage caree r. She added
that a good foundation in English and
French often proved to be a great asset.
She said she never attended college because she was fort unate enough to get
the lead in The Desert SOllg on the New
York stage just after she finished high
school. But she recommended work in
stock companies for those less fortunate
than she. Movies, in her opinion, offer
no real competition to the legitimate stage.
Her make-up I found very interesting'
nothing unusual, except her eye make-u~
was huge dark circles around her eyes
as though she had two black eyes. During
my interview with her [ could see, out of
the corner of my eye, a tall, handsome
blonde (Tom Moody in the play) strolling
around , lustily singing, "We're off to see
Wizard," but-alas I he escaped before I
finished talking to Miss Claire.
Mr. Adler, who played the part of the
gangst~r Fuselli in the play, I found quite
c~armmg, even the nervous twitch in
hIS left eye. He, too, said he could not
over-emphasize the importance of dramatic work in college, especially the more
practical side. Every bit of this work in
college helps prepare for theatre lifea lif~time of such work, He believes the
mov'es are so far inferior to the theatre
that there is little danger of real competition. He was emphatic in his praise
~f t~ legitimat e stage and seemed to
like hIS part in Gold", Boy. Miss Claire
~oo, s~id s?e enjoyed her role, though s~
IS, prn~aTlly, a singing actress. Unfortunately, the time was limited, so I was
forced to leave the enchanted world of
the theatre and return to Hollins.

PRINTING
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
GIVEN SPECIAL ATTENTION

The Stone Printing and
Manufacturing Company
PHONE 6641

HORNE'S

ROANOKE , VA ,

(Opposite Hotel Roanoke)
Printers of STUDENT LIFE

Creators of Correct Millillery
410 South Jefferson Street

FLOWERS

Hosiery

For Ever)' Occasion

Printing & Manufacturing Co,

FALLON, Florist

110 Kirk Ave., West

ROANOKE, VA.

For Holidays or Class
Partlcs N olhillg More
Appropriate Th_

Clover Creamery Co" Inc, ,
College Representative

Kimmerling Bros" Florists
Opposite Med ical Arts Bldg.

Phone 4646

J""S---

CLOVER BRAND
ICE CREAM

MISS MARY STATLER JEFFERSON
Room 320, West Building

WALTERS

Correct Dress for WOtn""

Dresses, Hats, Suede lackets

~; C, BARNES. Inc,

WJadSuQi

Nos: 2 and 4 South Jefferson St.

w. Malt. nUl F"1 aDd Look LIk.If_

He Pills Up Prescriptions"
Ma.1 Orders Get Prompt Service
! Please Send Enough for Postage

DIAL 5585
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Sport Slants
B y AMY R E DFIELD
The tennis tournament overshadowed
everything else in a big way these last
few weeks. Peggy Gi llies and Bunnie
Rohner, Anne Hall and Harper Ricketts
fought hard and well in t he semi-final ' "
res ult ... Harper and Bunnie faced each
other again for the fina l match. Both
girls played beautiful t ennis. The fi r st
set was spectacular in form . .. splendid
fo rehand and backhand dr ives, placement
shot s and long rallies . .. miraculous steadi ness. So evcn was t he set that the spectators were actua lly on t he edges of the
benches, chewing their mittens. With grim
determination, Bunnie a nd Ha rper taxed
th<.:ir power and brains to outwit each
other by placements and alternating hard
a nd so ft, deep and shallow ba lls. Finally,
a ft er a battle royal, Ha rper came through
to cla im the fi r st set 11-9 and took the
second 6-0. T his match was probably
some of the best tennis H ollins has ever
secn. \Ve've got real talent here !
Now Hockey Takes the Limelight
W here is all the hockey ta lk? Hockey
took a back seat to let the tennis fiends
show the ir stuff, but now it's stepping
back into the limelight. The big games
are getting dangerous close and the class
teams are working like mad to get into
shape. Monday, the 30th, is the JuniorFreshman battle . .. and I do mean battle.
O n the next day, the Seniors and Sophomores clash. What will the outcome
be ? Every class hopes fo r the best. Which
will be the victor? Will the Sophomores
win aga in thi s year ? ... I hope ( prejudice )
1 ca n't stand it if the games don't hurry
up and come !
-With Horses Minus Saddles
Speak ing of practice, have you noticed
the riders on horses minus saddles ...
( minus the hor se)? It' s all in preparat ion
fo r the big Gymkhana and no one rides
with a saddle on that day ... very amusing
to the spectator s . .. apt to be very exciting
and slippery for the rider s . .. and no end
of f un fo r the hor ses. Then, too, you
may have noticed the riders throwing
their ar ms wildly about the hor ses' necks,
kick ing their feet into t he air and leaping ( not too casually) to the earth (secur ity) . T hat' s merely an old Riding Club
custom, sponsored by Capt. Graves. It's
a ll in the game. You simply must watch
them some time.
-And Two Tournaments

~Co... opens Doors to Fields ·
where People Live, Work &.Achieve
Toda>, there are about J,OOO,(J{)()

apr stores, drug stores, country and grocery stores where
you can buy cigarettes in the United States. These retailers, and the jobbers who serve them, have built up "
..me. 0/ COfIrl.q ""d COfIWflIac• • "mlllclt«l b, .", 01_
huI,"~ catering to the American public's pleasure.
.THERE ARB ANOTHER MILLION people who
are engaged directly or indirectly in the transportation
of cigarettes to every town, hamlet and cro.sroads.

I

T IS ESTIMATED Iltlll lit".. "r.l,602,(J(J()
10611cco /lIrm"., r"ilmt 106tJCco hi 20 0.' 0/ tit.
48 IllIta. Good 10611«0 b OM 0/lit. Itllrd", tJI'OII
10 r"iu II" 6ritJ6 10 "'Mjn, r...i"'''''lIlljIIl
. liN IlItmIe. /rom JMl·HtJ II.thlt 10 IttltW$tmI
"ru/ c.ri1I6. Tit, mod".,. 10611«0/11""'''' Ita d"".
",.11 lu J06 0/coul""tb imlrOPhtt lu fUll" 0/
Itillrod.ct.
THE AVERAGE LBNGTH of service of the 13,230
people working in tbe Chesterfield factories, storage
houses, leaf-handling and redrying plants is over 10
years. This means that every step in the making of
Chesterfields, regardless of how .small, is handled by
people who have had 10 years of experience aDd ability in knowing their jobs.
TRULY TOBACCO OPENS DOORS to field.
where people live, work and achieve, and Chesterfield
takes pride in its ever increasing part in this great industry that is devoted entirely to the pleasure of the
American public.
To SMOKERS, Cllal".fi6ld CII"rnla IuIw
"'flNUl IlIid, II"
r".,,', Iltlll hi .0
dlllr.lt. mild. c. ,0. fi" lit, 111m. d."._ .,,/
nlll ",lId"al lI"d lood lal., or tit. III",. 'ItIt
1/"11111, o/Irol,rl, c"r.d
IIl,d 106I1CCOI.
Cltalwfi.ld C/tllr""$ IIr. mild. untlt 0".
0"" ••• 10 liw,moj"., ",.,-,wit"., tit, MILDER,
BETTER-TASTING SMOKING PLEASURB
Yo" c",,'1 /no II 6."". c1t"rnl••

""d

TELL

THE SENIORS

I."",,

I'" fIIII"'.

The a rchery tournament is upon us . ..
and the cow pasture. Paige Martiu and
her buddies of the bow and arrow are a ll
MAKE YOUR NEXT
set fo r some sharp shooting .. . into the
bull 's-eye, they hope.
CopJripr 1939. I.IGGITT a Knu Toua:o Co.
On Saturday, the golf tournament will
be the primary attract ion. Bunch Sanders
and her gang promise some real golf ...
and I do mean good . . . and they don't lose
a ll their ba lls the way we do (the way I
do) ... why not trot over to Blue Hills
Country Club and have a gander at the Hollins )Iay Participate
-Career Girl
whole affai r ?
In Intercollegiate Games
( Collt illlled fr om Page 4)
Sw immi ng, hiking, tea-house trot! ing
are still as popular as ever .. . mostly teawho come from unhappy homes filld it
house trotting . . . so I 'm . off (and I do
Susanna Farley. head of the Athletic more difficult to make adjust ments for
mean off ) .
Association, announces many plans for themselves a fter ma r r iage. If both pathe board this year. Randolph-Macon and rents are living and are happily married.
it improves th outlook for their chilSwectbriar Colleges have extended an indren's happiness. H owever, when the
vitation to Hollins to participate in a mother of either husband or wife is a
play-day with them. Before this year widow, the dangers of acute "mother-ineach board has been forced to reject this law trouble" is most likely to develop.
Dr. Cottrell and Prof. Burgess comproposal as there is a clause in the conment 'on the results of their exhaustive
stitution whicll states that Hollins shall
survey by saying, "So far, only the renot take part in intercollegiate activities. sults of simple statistical procedures have
The present board is reconsidering this been presented in our study and in the
book in which the study appears. These
clause.
At the last meeting of the board. D9t results have been quite sufficient to show
two things ; that pr:ediction of marriage
Rountree was nominated the secretaryadjustment is feasible, at least within
treasurer of the board. Also a week-end certain limits, and that an expectancy table
at the cabin November 18th was planned of probabilities of success and failure in
,
marriage can be devised."
f or all members.

PLEASE

.,Iur

"0.

CHESTERFIELD

Let's Go to the
Record Shop
crcllade to a S av age, by Artie Shaw's
Orchestra.

Again a swing tune featuring drums
galore! Just an informal jam session in
war dance time! This record corresponds
and lives up to Shaw's marvelous display
mentioned in this column last issue.
Ne~l.J,

by Bob Crosby's Orchestra.
Here we have a melancholy strain.
This composition is for the "sweeter';
dancers, though the jitter-bugs could use
it to take time out to relax. It is a good
record. S ee for yourselves.
A pll rksociy, by Gene Krupa's Orchestra.
This is Krupa's theme song, weird as
it might be. As would be expected. it
has many drums and other instrument
features. Not too fas t but plenty of vim I
W hat's

-Dr. Robison
( Collti1med from Page 3)

went back to Bordeaux to wait for two
weeks before the boat sailed. There she
spent most of her time standing in lines
at various places trying to get her pasage finally arranged. She also bought
hats and books and saw two movies in
the afternoons. as it was too dark at night
to find the way home.
The sai ling date was changed several
times, but Dr. Robison finally boarded on
October 3, just in time for afternoon tea.
Then the boat ·stayed in 'harbor for two
days. No submarines were seen on the
way over and there was apparently no
danger, but there were no stewardesses on
the boat. Choppy weather prevailed. No
meals were served in the cabins and no
dishes could be taken out of the dining
room. On October 12 the S. S. Washington, with Dr. Robison aboard, arrived
at New York City.

